With
plans
to
become
a
significant producer of the
magnet rare earths, Defense
Metals deserves a deeper dive
written by Tracy Weslosky | October 13, 2022

The Wicheeda Project plans to produce
25,000tpa of REO which represents
~10% of the current global production
Magnet rare earths demand is forecast to surge this decade. This
is because an electric vehicle (“EV”) uses 1kg to 3kg of
neodymium–iron–boron (“NdFeB”) magnets in standard drivetrain
electric motors. NdFeB magnets are in 93% of all EVs. Global
demand for EVs is expected to grow from 6.75 million in 2021 to
over 70 million by (or before) 2040. This will require huge
amounts of neodymium.
Every ten million new EVs require ~10,000 tonnes of additional
neodymium or ~20% of the current annual global supply

Source: Company presentation
The key problem for the EV industry is where will the new magnet
rare earths supply come from and can the West become independent
from Chinese supply. Today’s company is working towards a
solution.
Defense Metals Corp. (TSXV: DEFN | OTCQB: DFMTF | Frankfurt:
35D) (‘Defense Metals’) plans to become a significant producer
of the magnet rare earths neodymium and praseodymium from their
100% owned Wicheeda Rare Earth Element Project spread over 4,244
hectares and located 80 km northeast of Prince George, British
Columbia, Canada.
Brought to my attention a few dozen times over the last 2-years,
I am fond of Dr William Bird, Director – who is deemed a leader
in understanding rare earths in our sector; and likewise,
President & Director Luisa Moreno who has at least 10,000
professional hours in this sector by now I suspect. With a PhD
in Materials Science and Mechanics, this is the theme we are

stressing at the Critical Minerals Summit on Wednesday, November
9th and that is the scarcity of talented professionals with both
the experience and education to tackle the formidable task of
creating a decarbonized economy.
The Project has an Indicated Mineral Resource of 5 million
tonnes averaging 2.95% LREO (“Light Rare Earth Oxide”), and an
Inferred Mineral Resource of 29.5 million tonnes averaging 1.83%
LREO. Key rare earths contained include neodymium (Nd) and
praseodymium (Pd), as well as cerium (Ce) and lanthanum (La).
The Resource is amenable to an open pit project and contains a
mix of monazite and bastnaesite ore.
Some of the best drill results to date at the Wicheeda Rare
Earth Element Project include:
WI21-49 – 3.79% Total Rare Earth Oxide (“TREO”) over 150
Metres
WI21-54 – 3.81% TREO over 117 metres.
I21-58 – 3.09% TREO over 251 metres.
WI21-59 – 2.76% TREO over 212 metres.
Strong PEA result with a NPV8% of C$517 million
The Wicheeda Project PEA (Jan. 2022) resulted in a post–tax
NPV8% of C$517 million and a post-tax IRR of 18%, using a price
assumption of US$100/kg NdPr. Initial CapEx is estimated at
C$440 million.
Once in production Defense Metals targets to produce 25,423tpa
of REO over a 16 year mine life, which would make the company a
globally significant rare earths producer with ~10% of the
current global production.
The Wicheeda Project plans to produce ~25,000tpa of REO which
represents ~10% of the current global production

Source: Company presentation
The Wicheeda Project is accessible by a major forestry road that
connects to a highway, with the town of Prince George 80kms
away. Power lines and a gas pipeline are <40kms away and a major
rail line is nearby.
Next steps for Defense Metals include a PFS to be completed in
H1 2023, a pilot plant in 2024, and a FS completed in 2025.
The Wicheeda Project location map and key points showing
adequate road access and reasonable local infrastructure
including access to power and gas <40kms away

Source: Company presentation
Given the size and quality of the resource, safe location in
Canada (with forestry road access, power & gas not too far away)
and strong fundamentals supporting key magnet rare earths demand
this decade; most investors would agree Defense Metals is worthy
of a deeper look. Defense Metals current market cap is C$44
million.
Disclaimer: The editor of this post may or may not be a
securities holder of any of the companies mentioned in this
column. None of the companies discussed in the above feature
have paid for this content. The writer of this
article/post/column/opinion is not an investment advisor, and is
neither licensed to nor is making any buy or sell
recommendations. For more information about this or any other
company, please review all public documents to conduct your own
due diligence. To access the InvestorIntel.com Disclaimer, click
here

Patriot Battery Metals is
marking its territory as a
lithium explorer for Quebec’s
Battery Valley
written by Dean Bristow | October 13, 2022
The province of Quebec appears to be going “all in” on powering
the electric vehicle revolution. The bet is being placed in
Becancour, a small town along the shores of the St. Lawrence
River about midway between Montreal and Quebec City, which is
rapidly emerging as a center for producing the advanced
materials needed for lithium-ion batteries. Companies including
General Motors, POSCO Chemical, and BASF are setting up shop to
produce cathode active materials and lithium battery recycling
in this strategic Quebec locale.
But what is the attraction to this particular location?
Becancour offers an inviting combination of highly efficient
logistics for delivering battery materials to both North America
and Europe, and it has ready access to hydroelectricity that
will lower the carbon footprint of products produced there, an
advantage that can be passed on to the battery and EV sectors.
It also doesn’t hurt that Quebec happens to be in a region that
is rich in the minerals and metals needed for battery material
manufacturing. With the support of the provincial and federal
governments, Becancour is looking to become Canada’s “Battery
Valley.”
Given the commitment is already there, both from government and
the private sector, who have announced billions in capital
spending, one now needs to look upstream to see where they plan

to source the raw materials for this battery hub. As we
discussed in the Dean’s List, lithium is on the critical
minerals list and a key battery component. Quebec appears to be
blessed with an abundance of hard rock lithium or pegmatites
which can contain a lithium bearing mineral known as spodumene.
One company attracting a lot of attention in the lithium space
is Patriot Battery Metals Inc. (TSXV: PMET | OTCQB: PMETF), a
mineral exploration company focused on the acquisition and
development of mineral properties containing battery, base, and
precious metals.
Patriot Battery Metals’ flagship asset is the 100% owned
Corvette Property, a 214 km2 land package situated along a ~50 km
lithium pegmatite trend, located in the James Bay Region of
Québec. The high number of well-mineralized pegmatites in this
core area of the trend indicates a strong potential for a series
of relatively closely spaced/stacked, sub-parallel, and sizable
spodumene-bearing pegmatite bodies, with significant lateral and
depth extent, to be present. Located only 15 km from the high
voltage power lines connected to one of the largest hydro power
schemes in the world, there is potential for the Corvette
Property to produce ‘green lithium’.
There are two things that have attracted my attention with
respect to Patriot Battery Metals. First is the abundance of
impressive results to date and the fact that there is a lot more
coming. The core area includes an approximate 2 km long corridor
hosting numerous spodumene pegmatites, highlighted by the large
CV1 and CV5 pegmatite outcrops, and has returned drill
intercepts of:
1.65% Li2O and 193 ppm Ta2O5 over 159.7 m (CV22-042)
1.22% Li2O and 138 ppm Ta2O5 over 152.8 m (CV22-030)
2.13% Li2O and 163 ppm Ta2O5 over 86.2 m (CV22-044), and,

2.22% Li2O and 147 ppm Ta2O5 over 70.1 m, including 3.01%
Li2O and 160 ppm Ta2O5 over 40.7 m (CV22-017).
A total of three drill rigs are currently operating at the
Corvette Property – two targeting the CV5 pegmatite corridor and
one targeting the CV13 pegmatite cluster. As of September 15,
2022, a total of approximately 19,199 m over sixty-five (65)
holes have now been completed over the 2022 drill campaign with
drilling anticipated to continue through to mid-October, at
which time the 2022 drill program will conclude with final core
processing on site and shipment to the lab for analysis.

Source: Patriot Battery Metals Inc. Sep 19, 2022 Press Release
As you can see from the illustration above, there is still a lot

of outstanding assays pending for the summer drilling program.
But perhaps even more intriguing is the Company’s latest capital
raise to fund drilling for the foreseeable future. I’ve seen a
lot of flow-through share offerings in my time and even
participated in several but I have never seen anyone command a
price representing a 109% premium to the last traded share price
prior to the offering. I know the Federal Government’s 30%
Critical Mineral Exploration Tax Credit has added a little more
incentive to flow-through shares but this premium is astounding
(at least to me). Perhaps PearTree Securities Inc. is wildly
bullish about lithium in Quebec and is more than happy to spend
C$20 million on 1.5 million shares at C$13.27 when Patriot’s
stock price was at C$6.35. I know it’s made me pay a lot more
attention to this stock.
However, Patriot Battery Metals is not a cheap stock at present.
It, along with many of its lithium peers, are trading at or near
all time highs despite what most of the rest of the market is
doing. Granted lithium seems to have better economics right now
than most other metals, meaning the value creation for investors
can be very steep on a successful asset. With that in mind, the
Corvette Property doesn’t have a resource estimate or PFS as of
yet, which means there could already be a lot of optimism built
into its C$580 million market cap… or not.

Nickel 28 Capital focuses on
cash-flow positive nickel PNG

mine and royalty portfolio
that includes Mitsubishi JV
written by Bob Hanes | October 13, 2022
Nickel 28 Capital Corp. (TSXV: NKL) is an innovative battery
metals investment vehicle with a focus on metal streaming and
royalty agreements. They focus on exposure to metals integral to
key technologies of the electric vehicle and energy storage
markets. Nickel 28 is led by an experienced team of mining
executives and financial professionals under Nickel 28’s
Chairman, Anthony Milewski, with a track record of value
creation in the natural resources sector.
One of the company’s main assets is its 8.56% interest in the
Ramu Nickel Cobalt Mining Operation, located near Madang on the
north coast of Papua New Guinea and operated by the
Metallurgical Corporation of China. The company’s interest in
Ramu increases to 11.3% following repayment of Highlands’
attributable Ramu construction and development loans. Nickel 28
recently announced the second quarter results of the Ramu
project. Production at the Ramu Nickel Mine in Papua New Guinea
was consistent in the second quarter of 2022, with a production
of 8,128 tonnes of contained nickel and 695 tonnes of contained
cobalt during the quarter. Nickel sales were also consistent in
the second quarter, with 6,624 tonnes of contained nickel sold.
The mine is currently generating substantial free cash flow. The
company has repaid all of its operational debt and is now
receiving cash flow distributions from the project. Nickel 28
has significant leverage to Nickel and Cobalt prices, which
should continue to support strong cash flow generation from the
project.
The second quarter looked extremely promising as sales improved

due to increased demand for lithium-ion batteries. However, the
continued conflict in Ukraine, the continued pandemic’s effects,
and the suspension of nickel trading on the LME in March, were
significant challenges. Ramu has been able to successfully
navigate through these challenges due to the consistent and
stable production at the company. This level of production has
allowed Ramu to maintain a position of strength in the nickel
market despite the challenges that have arisen.
In addition to their main project, Nickel 28 also has a number
of royalties. Streams and royalties have some key advantages as
commodity investment vehicles. They provide exposure to the
resource’s underlying earnings and dividends rather than capital
costs. This strategy means that they offer investors the
potential to participate in both resource growth and production
growth. In addition, streams and royalties avoid direct exposure
to the many risks associated with commodity production, such as
increasing capital, operating, and environmental costs. As a
result, they can provide a more stable and predictable return
profile for investors.
These royalties are likely to pay off for Nickel 28. Recently,
they announced an update on their 2.0% Net Smelter Return
royalty from Giga Metal’s Turnagain Nickel/Cobalt deposit. This
deposit is a world-class nickel-cobalt deposit, and
metallurgical test work indicates that a clean concentrate
grading 18% nickel and 1% cobalt is achievable using proven
technology.
On August 15, 2022, Nickel 28 announced the formation of a joint
venture for Giga with Mitsubishi Corporation. This joint venture
will investigate the Turnagain Nickel Deposit in British
Columbia, Canada, for the potential of nickel and cobalt.
Mitsubishi has a long history of investing in high-quality
mining projects all over the world. The backing of a massive

corporation like Mitsubishi in a joint venture is good news for
both Giga and Nickel 28. If the joint venture successfully
develops the deposit, it could provide a significant source of
battery metals for anticipated electric vehicle growth over the
next decade.
The formation of the joint venture is just the first step in
what is sure to be a long and complex process. However, it is an
important step that increases the chances of success for all
involved. Nickel 28 is in a solid position to continue to
benefit from both the Turnagain and Ramu projects.

Power
Nickel
demonstrates
high-purity class 1 nickel
deposit in James Bay has
“significant
commercial
potential”
written by Robert Scannell | October 13, 2022
Power Nickel Inc. (TSXV: PNPN | OTCQB: CMETF) took an important
step last month by releasing their initial NI 43-101 compliant
Mineral Resource Estimate (MRE). Terry Lynch, the firm’s CEO,
said they were “extremely pleased with the estimate,” since it
demonstrates that the deposit has “significant commercial
potential.”
The MRE focused on the comp0any’s Nisk deposit in James Bay,

Quebec, and describes a resource that consists of 2.5 million
tonnes indicated and 1.4 million tonnes inferred of ~1.25% NiEq.
For perspective, these numbers are about 1/3rd smaller than the
Tamarack project (a deposit in Minnesota owned by Talon Metals
and Rio Tinto – scheduled to go into production in 2026)
reported at the same stage in its development.
While the MRE is notable in several respects, a broad takeaway
is that it may be the tip of the iceberg. The reason is that
nickel sulphate deposits, which constitute the Power Nickel
resource, typically exist in pods concentrated in the same
geographical area. This means that the Nisk deposit could well
be the first of several similar strikes nearby.
This question of additional deposits should be answered quickly,
since this month the company will begin infill drilling at the
existing resource, and a wider drilling program to verify
additional deposits.
The drilling program comes against a backdrop of powerful
fundamentals in the nickel market. On the demand side, the
nickel content of electric batteries is growing because more
nickel means more energy density. Moreover, the nickel market is
becoming more stratified, with demand for high-purity class 1
nickel (used in EV batteries) far outstripping demand for lowerquality nickel.
Importantly, class 1 nickel is prevalent in nickel sulphate
deposits – which is the basis of Power Nickel’s resource.
On the supply side, the US presently has only one nickel mine in
production (the Eagle Mine in northern Michigan), but it’s small
and slated to close in 4 years. Otherwise, the US imports
virtually all of its nickel consumption. Fortunately, our
Canadian friends have numerous large-scale mines in production,
and most other large nickel exporters are US-friendly.

But the nickel supply story has grown more nuanced, since there
is ever more scrutiny of the nickel refining process. This has
become an issue because nickel is refined through an energy
intensive process in which ore is heated to an extremely high
temperature, mixed with sulphuric acid, and pressurized. These
steps create lots of carbon, which isn’t a good look for EV
manufacturers.
Hence, major nickel consumers like Tesla are now evaluating
producers based upon the environmental impact of their mining
process.
It is on this issue where Power Nickel really stands out. Its
Nisk deposit is located next door to a Hydro Quebec substation.
Hydroelectric power = no carbon emissions = happy customers.
This carbon-friendly power source gives Power Nickel an
environmental edge that should last for decades.
With all this in mind, Power Nickel looks extremely undervalued
relative to peers. It trades at a market cap 4x lower than
Tartistan Nickel, which issued a PEA last year roughly
comparable to Power Nickel’s. It is 3x cheaper (by market cap)
than Class 1 Nickel, which is restarting older producing mines
in Ontario. And Power Nickel trades at a tiny fraction of the
market cap of Talon Metals, which has partnered with Rio Tinto
to bring the Tamarack deposit into production.
In fact, Power Nickel looks very much like the Tamarack project
in its earlier stages, and the just-released Resource Estimate
is an important step on the road to commercialization. The key
takeaways for investors are that the resource has the potential
to become much larger, the demand for nickel is expected to
increase 20X by 2040, and the company enjoys long-term
competitive advantages with respect to the carbon footprint of
their refining operations.

Rare earths giant MP Materials
invests heavily to rebuild a
U.S. magnetics supply chain
written by Bob Hanes | October 13, 2022
Taking private companies public through alternative investment
vehicles, such as special-purpose acquisition companies (SPAC),
was a popular trend in 2020 and 2021. SPAC and other deals, such
as Fortress Value Acquisition Corp (FVAC), have come under
scrutiny by some parties as a cash grab. However, there are
multiple success stories that have been able to secure investor
trust.
One company who did not fall victim to this hype is MP Materials
Corp. (NYSE: MP). In fact, MP Materials has continued to
impress investors since the company went public through a FVAC
in December 2020. Operating the only rare earth mining and
processing facility in the United States, MP Materials is poised
to continue to deliver rare earths (RE) to US customers whose
appetite for these materials is nearly endless.
MP Materials primarily provides lanthanum, cerium, and
neodymium-praseodymium oxide. Interestingly, MP Materials has
both support from the commercial and military sectors. We
reported back in December that General Motors (GM) struck a deal
with MP Materials to supply U.S.-sourced and manufactured rare
earth materials, alloy, and finished magnets for GM’s electric
vehicle programs. MP Materials plans to ramp up production to
support this effort in 2023, but it remains to be seen if they
can meet that aggressive timeline.

The Department of Defense will help contribute to the continued
operation of the Mountain Pass facility. MP Materials was
awarded a $35 million contract through the Industrial Base
Analysis and Sustainment Program to support heavy rare earth
elements (HREE) mining. These materials are critical to the
development of permanent magnets that are key components in
various products, from wind turbines to missile systems.
The Mountain Pass facility already has the capability to mine
and process light rare earth elements (LREEs). The added
capability to mine HREE will enable MP Materials to mine all
rare earths for high-performance magnet production. The company
will also be able to recycle all recoverable rare earths from
end-of-life magnets and magnet production scrap.
The company is currently building a 200,000 sq. ft. greenfield
metal, alloy, and neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) magnet
manufacturing facility in Fort Worth, Texas. This facility will
also serve as the business and engineering headquarters for MP
Magnetics. Materials mined at Mountain Pass will be processed
and transformed into products at the Texas-based facility.
Construction of this facility began in April 2022.
These exciting new developments and other macroeconomic forces
have led to a positive outlook for MP Materials. The company had
a promising first quarter of 2022 and beat market expectations.
MP Materials posted revenues of $166 million—surpassing the $132
million expected—and boasted earnings per share of $0.50 (as
opposed to the $0.38 expected).
Revenue increased 177% year-over-year from increases in the
realized price of rare earth oxide from higher demand for rare
earths. The increase in revenue was also in part due to the
amount of rare earth oxide sold, which occurred due to higher
production volumes and shipment timings.

MP Materials also had a significant amount of free cash flow in
quarter one, but that will likely change throughout the rest of
2022. The company plans to continue to heavily invest in its
assets this year. These investments could result in a negative
free cash flow in 2022.
It remains to be seen whether MP Materials can meet the bold
promises that management is aiming for. Improving rare-earth
supply chains in the United States is a massive challenge, but
currently, MP Materials has a chance to get there.

Resource Estimate due soon for
Power Nickel’s Ni-Cu-Co-PGE
Nisk Project
written by Investor News Writer | October 13, 2022
The search for battery metals in safe locations continues as
companies see the tremendous demand curve ahead for these metals
to supply the electric vehicle (EV) boom.
Today’s company is Power Nickel Inc. (TSXV: PNPN | OTCQB:
CMETF), focused on their Canadian NISK project which contains
nickel (Ni), copper (Cu), cobalt (Co), and some platinum group
elements (PGE). They also have investments that give exposure to
gold and copper projects in Canada and Chile, as well as a
royalty agreement. Their projects and interests include the
following:
NISK nickel sulphide Project (option to acquire 80% from
Critical Elements Lithium Corp.). Two tenements blocks

located near James Bay in Quebec, Canada.
Consolidation Gold & Copper (100% ownership with plans to
be spun off) who owns 100% interest in the Golden Ivan
Project in British Columbia’s Golden Triangle and also
owns 100% interest in three projects in Chile. The Company
also owns a 3% Copaquire Royalty on a copper-molybdenum
deposit in Chile held by Teck Resources.
The NISK nickel sulphide project
The NISK property is composed of two blocks totaling 90 claims
covering an area of 45.9 km2. The Property is currently known
for its magmatic nickel-copper sulphide deposits. It holds the
NISK-1 Ni-Cu-C0-PGE deposit. NISK has four distinct target areas
covering over 7 kilometres of strike length.
The Project has a Historical Resource at the NISK-1 deposit from
2009 (usual cautions apply to historical resources) and Power
Nickel is currently working towards completing an updated NI
43-101 compliant mineral resource. Based on the Historical
Resource, grades were around 1% nickel, 0.53% copper, 0.06%
cobalt, 0.91 g/t palladium, 0.29g/t platinum. The NISK-1 main
deposit remains open to the East, West and at depth.
Location map of the NISK Property showing details of the
Historical Resource

Source: Power Nickel company presentation
Power Nickel states: “Globally nickel sulphide deposits tend to
exist as pods or as a string of pearls with each pearl
representing a deposit. We believe this is what we have here at
NISK and, with our actual understanding of the Nisk lithostructural setting, we expect a well-planned drill program to
help expand beyond our first pearl at Nisk Main to hopefully
other pearls located in our project land package…” It continues
that “Nisk has four distinct target areas covering over 7
Kilometres of strike length. Our focus this round was on the
Nisk Main target. Historically, we know globally these types of
deposits typically have multiple pods. We are encouraged by what
we see on Nisk Main and feel we can continue to build commercial
tonnage there but we are also looking forward to exploring Nisk
West and the two wildcat targets in subsequent drilling in Q2.”

The Project has road access and is traversed by the Hydro-Québec
power line.
Closer location map view showing road access and power line
traversing the Nisk-1 Property

Source: Power Nickel website
Power Nickel did announce their own new recent drill results on
March 30, 2022, which included: PN–21–001 – 12.4 metres 0.82%
Ni, 0.36% Cu, 0.09% Co, 0.69g/t Pd, 0.14g/t Pt from 149 m.
Power Nickel’s CEO Terry Lynch, commented: “These results are
another positive indication that Nisk is a very exciting Nickel
Sulphate discovery. Our objectives in this initial drill program
conducted by Power Nickel were to produce enough drilling to
allow us to establish a new NI 43–101 compliant resource to
confirm and replace the historical resource, and to extend the
known Nickel mineralization. We believe we have established the
latter and expect to be able to deliver a NI 43–101 compliant
Mineral Resource Estimate in Q2. Further, these results have
made us confident enough to commence execution of an additional

fully funded 5,000–meter drill program which we would expect to
start later in Q2 after breakup.”
Closing remarks
While it is still early days for Power Nickel there are several
promising signs for their Nisk Project. Quebec Canada is a
premier location, there is road and power access, a poly-metalic
deposit in sulphide ore exists with nickel, copper, cobalt,
palladium, and platinum, there is a Historical Resource (not to
be relied upon), and some good recent drill results. The
upcoming Nisk Project NI 43–101 compliant Mineral Resource
Estimate due in Q2, 2022 is the next milestone to watch out for.

Avalon’s Don Bubar on the
first regional lithium battery
materials refinery in Ontario
written by InvestorIntel | October 13, 2022
In this InvestorIntel interview with host Tracy Weslosky, Avalon
Advanced Materials Inc.’s (TSX: AVL | OTCQB: AVLNF) President,
CEO and Director, Don Bubar talks about Avalon’s recent
partnership agreement with an Essar Group company to co-develop
Ontario’s first regional lithium battery materials refinery in
Thunder Bay, Canada.
In the interview, which can also be viewed in full on the
InvestorIntel YouTube channel (click here), Don Bubar says that
the setting up of the refinery is the key step in establishing a
domestic battery materials supply chain to serve the needs of

future electric vehicle and battery manufacturers in North
America. Touching upon the Ontario government’s Critical
Minerals Strategy to support a domestic electric vehicle supply
chain, Don provides an update on the feasibility studies for
both the refinery operations and lithium mineral concentrate
production at Avalon’s Separation Rapids, Ontario, Project. With
the Canadian Federal government also signaling strong support to
the domestic critical minerals industry in the 2022 Canadian
Federal Budget, Don talks about the renewed interest for Avalon
petalite lithium mineral concentrates from high strength, high
temperature capable, glass and ceramic manufacturers.
Don’t miss other InvestorIntel interviews. Subscribe to the
InvestorIntel YouTube channel by clicking here.
About Avalon Advanced Materials Inc.
Avalon Advanced Materials Inc. is a Canadian mineral development
company specializing in sustainably-produced materials for clean
technology. The Company now has four advanced stage projects,
providing investors with exposure to lithium, tin and indium, as
well as rare earth elements, tantalum, cesium and zirconium.
Avalon is currently focusing on developing its Separation Rapids
Lithium Project near Kenora, Ontario while continuing to advance
other projects, including its 100%-owned Lilypad CesiumTantalum-Lithium Project located near Fort Hope, Ontario. Social
responsibility and environmental stewardship are corporate
cornerstones.
To learn more about Avalon Advanced Materials Inc., click here
Disclaimer: Avalon Advanced Materials Inc. is an advertorial
member of InvestorIntel Corp.
This interview, which was produced by InvestorIntel Corp.,
(IIC), does not contain, nor does it purport to contain, a

summary of all the material information concerning the “Company”
being interviewed. IIC offers no representations or warranties
that any of the information contained in this interview is
accurate or complete.
This presentation may contain “forward-looking statements”
within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities
legislation. Forward-looking statements are based on the
opinions and assumptions of the management of the Company as of
the date made. They are inherently susceptible to uncertainty
and other factors that could cause actual events/results to
differ materially from these forward-looking statements.
Additional risks and uncertainties, including those that the
Company does not know about now or that it currently deems
immaterial, may also adversely affect the Company’s business or
any investment therein.
Any projections given are principally intended for use as
objectives and are not intended, and should not be taken, as
assurances that the projected results will be obtained by the
Company. The assumptions used may not prove to be accurate and a
potential decline in the Company’s financial condition or
results of operations may negatively impact the value of its
securities. Prospective investors are urged to review the
Company’s profile on Sedar.com and to carry out independent
investigations in order to determine their interest in investing
in the Company.
If you have any questions surrounding the content of this
interview, please contact us at +1 416 792 8228 and/or email us
direct at info@investorintel.com.

Get Ready, Get Set, Go – EV
Demand Raises the Boron Bull
Flag.
written by Investor News Writer | October 13, 2022

NASDAQ listed 5E Advanced Materials is
building a vertically integrated boron
products operation in California to supply
growing EV and decarbonization demands
Today we take a look at the chemical element boron and at a
NASDAQ-listed boron company with a globally significant boron
resource in California. ‘Boron’ is element number 5 in the
periodic table and its demand is growing as we move towards a
green energy and electric vehicle (EV) future. That is because
boron is lightweight, very hard (boron carbide), and has strong
heat and corrosion resistance. It is also quite rare, making up
just 0.001% by weight of the Earth’s crust.
About 2.5–3.0% of an EVs weight is boron, or put another way
there is about 46–50 kg of boron in the form of alloys in a
passenger EV. Examples of boron use in EVs include high-strength
boron–infused steel and boron containing magnets used in
drivetrains. Boron alloys and compounds are also used in solar
panels and wind turbines, in micronutrients and super
fertilisers, in nuclear reactors, and in military applications
such as boron-infused tank armor plating.
Boron demand is increasing especially in the areas of green
energy (decarbonization applications). Boron demand is forecast
to grow 10x by 2050, with a supply gap (deficit) forecast to

widen from the end of 2022. ~60% of global boron supply comes
from Turkey and its state-owned assets and 85% of global supply
comes from just two companies (Eti Maden & Rio Tinto).
Note: When you hear about electric motors being made with NdFeB
permanent magnets, the ‘B’ refers to boron.
Boron

uses

Source: 5E Advanced Materials company presentation
Boron supply gap forecast from end 2022 as demand increases and
the new pipleine of projects supply is small

Source: 5E Advanced Materials website – Boron 101
5E Advanced Materials Inc.
5E Advanced Materials Inc. (NASDAQ: FEAM | ASX: 5EA) (5E) core
business is founded on its low cost, light environmental touch,
boron resource in Southern California, USA. According to 5E:
“The Resource is designated Critical Infrastructure by the U.S.
government and is the largest known conventional boron deposit
globally.”
5E is building a BORON+ Advanced Materials business that operates
across the value chain from resource extraction, to refinement,
to distribution. The business is backward integrated from
customer product offering into processing and extraction
methods. In other words, 5E finds the customer first and then
works backwards from there.
The 100% owned Fort Cady Project in Southern California has a
Total Resource of ~327 million tons at 8.22% boric acid content
and 323ppm lithium. The Total JORC Code Compliant Mineral
Resource Estimate is 120.44 million tons at 6.51% B2O3, 11.57%
H3BO3 and 344ppm lithium. Either way, it is a very large
resource with a high boron content and some lithium by-product.
5E has already achieved an eDFS for Fort Cady and has all
substantive permits in place. Next steps in 2022 will include a
BFS, a small scale boron facility, and advancing off-take and
potential partnerships. Beyond that production is targeted to
begin by 2024+, subject to the above steps being completed.
5E’s management and board have a wealth of relevant experience
including CEO Henri Tausch having worked for Honeywell and COO
Tyson Hall having worked for lithium giant Albemarle.
There are very few near term new boron projects, especially now

that the Serbia government has blocked Jadar

Source: 5E Advanced Materials company presentation
Closing remarks
It is quite interesting that an EV has about the same amount of
boron as lithium. As a critical technology material boron’s use
in rare earth permanent magnets is, indeed, critical. As an
essential structural material boron’s use in the many alloys and
glass in an EV is necessary for light-weighting of the vehicle.
While there are 100’s of junior lithium miners scrambling to
meet future lithium demand, there are very few companies focused
on boron. Therein lies the opportunity. Even more important is
the fact that 5E has a USA based project. It should not be
overlooked, either, that 5E’s boron deposit is the largest one
known in the world.
5E has recently listed on the NASDAQ under the ticker “FEAM” so
this should start to raise more awareness about the company and
the ‘under the radar’ demand boom for boron potentially ahead as

the green revolution takes off.
5E Advanced Materials Inc. trades on a market cap of US$801
million.
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written by Jack Lifton | October 13, 2022
The American Ford Motor Company, in its domestic operations, has
now adopted the current business operations model of the Chinese
OEM automotive industry, but lags far behind on the Chinese
approach to critical materials supply security.
The Chinese like to emphasize that their approach to politics
and economics cannot be wholly understood as just an example or
even a simple variant of these disciplines as practiced in the
West and applied to China. They refer to their economic system
as Socialism with Chinese Characteristics and say that the
operating focus of their domestic economy is now dual
circulation, the emphasis of domestic consumption leading to a
declining importance of exports.
Nonetheless, foreign analysts continue to view China with a
Western academic definitions filter.
This has allowed analysts to miss almost entirely the critical
details of the growth of the business operations model of the
(now world’s largest) Chinese OEM automotive industry as it has
adapted to what the Chinese call the production of “New Energy
Vehicles ” (NEVs).

To avoid internal conflict and increase efficiency, large
Chinese auto companies now usually set up a separate NEV unit
that runs independently from the traditional ICE car business.
I don’t know James Farley, the CEO of the Ford Motor Company,
personally, but I do know that he is among the most perceptive
and far-seeing of American OEM automotive top managers, and one
who actually understands the business of manufacturing of cars
and trucks and the markets for those vehicles. How do I know
this? By the action he announced last week that reveals his
financial and market acumen. The Ford Motor Company has
announced that it will separate its EV operations and its ICE
operations into two separately managed and organized internal
units, each of which will focus on a powertrain. There will be
the Ford Model-e Division and the Ford Blue Division. The
Presidents of both divisions will report directly to the CEO,
now Jim Farley.
As Farley states: “We still think that more than half our
customers are going to be ICE, and they’re going to be ICE for a
long time,” Farley said. “It’s almost like our industry’s kind
of given up on that business. Even if the unit volume starts to
fall over when mass adoption of electrification happens, in a
lot of segments that’s not going to happen, and we want to have
a dedicated team to run that business with passion.”
So, now, at least, one of America’s remaining, “Big Two”
automotive OEMs have caught up with Chinese management “style”
in product development.
But, there’s one more area where Capitalism with Chinese
characteristics has outpaced the rest of the world. That is in
security of supply of critical raw materials. China has an
industrial policy that supports key industrial development, and
it has had that policy for a long time.

When the Chinese domestic OEM automotive industry was in its
infancy a generation ago China rapidly developed the domestic
capability and capacity to produce a secure supply of raw
materials to make ICE powered vehicles. Those main materials
were steel, aluminum, copper and plastics. China soon overtook
the USA and indeed the rest of the world combined in the
production of those critical industrial materials.
About 6 years ago the Chinese government decided that the
electrification of land transportation was critical to hedge
against China’s dependence on foreign fossil fuels and to reduce
pollution in its rapidly advancing urbanization. Accordingly,
the government set out to determine what materials would be
critical for such developments. Lithium-ion battery and rare
earth permanent magnet motor construction materials were
determined to be priorities, and a national program to find
them, extract them, process them, and manufacture end-use
products dependent upon them for their function was added to the
five-year plan system of formulating and carrying out industrial
policy. Today, China has sufficient domestic secure supplies of
materials and processes already in place to build all of the
BEVs it plans to build through most of this decade.
This is where America and Europe are woefully far behind.
Neither the Ford Motor Company nor anyone else can afford to
wait for their national governments to catch up with China’s
industrial policy planning and execution.
There is nowhere near enough non-Chinese production and
processing of the critical materials for batteries and electric
motors to fulfill any but a small part of the planned nonChinese production of BEVs, wind turbines, energy storage,
aircraft and ship components, and consumer goods.
It’s going to be every company for itself. I am hoping that the

non-Chinese OEM automobile industry learns from the chart below
what it will take to survive.

I am not optimistic.

Offering exposure to Graphite
and Lithium, Lomiko Metals may
be one to watch
written by Investor News Writer | October 13, 2022
With all the news of the Russia-Ukraine crisis, many investors
may not be aware of what’s been happening with critical
materials. For example, lithium prices are up almost 10 times
over the past 14 months from US$7,000/t to today’s US$67,424/t
(CNY 426,500/t). Graphite prices look set to gain next in 2022.

This is because electric vehicle (EV) batteries use a lot of
lithium and graphite, and EV sales are booming, having risen by
108% in 2021, to reach 6.75 million vehicles. Given the
popularity of EVs, I am expecting sales to exceed 10 million
units in 2022, which means battery manufacturers will need a lot
more lithium, graphite and other key metals.
BMI forecasts graphite deficits to begin from 2022 as demand for
graphite grows strongly

Source: Lomiko company presentation
Today’s company is a junior miner with a focus on developing
both its graphite project and its earn-in lithium project. The
Company is Lomiko Metals Inc. (TSXV: LMR | OTCQB: LMRMF)
(Lomiko).
Lomiko has two projects in Canada:
La

Loutre

Project

(flagship)

(100%

interest)

–

A

development stage graphite project in southern Quebec.
Bourier Project (70% earn in interest) – An exploration
stage lithium project with multiple visible pegmatites in
James Bay, Quebec Canada.
La Loutre Project (100% interest)
The La Loutre Project is spread over 2,867 ha and located 45 km
by road from the city of Mont-Tremblant, in the Laurentides
administrative region, Quebec, Canada. The Project has access to
power, infrastructure & labor and is 192 km by highway to the
Port of Montreal.
The Resource has an Indicated contained graphite of 1.044Mt @
4.51% graphite and an Inferred contained graphite of 1.877Mt @
4.01% graphite, based on a cut-off grade of 1.5% graphite.
The company’s PEA indicated an after-tax NPV8% of C$185.6
million, after-tax IRR of 21.5%, with a 15 year mine life
producing about 100,000 tons/pa, based on a graphite price of
US$916/t graphite (Cg). The initial CapEx was estimated at
C$236.1 million, including mine pre-production, processing,
infrastructure (roads, power line construction, co-disposal
tailings facility, ancillary buildings, and water management).
The OpEx was estimated at a cash cost of US$386 per tonne of
graphite concentrate or a AISC of US$406/t graphite.
The key to note is that if we get higher graphite prices then
the NPV will improve very significantly. For example, based on
Lomiko’s sensitivity analysis the Project NPV would rise to
C$601 million if graphite prices rose to $1,681/t.
La Loutre PEA highlights and location map

Source: Lomiko company presentation
The next steps for the Project include completing 4 full seasons
of Environmental Baseline studies by the end of 2022, an updated
Mineral Resource NI 43-101 Technical Report by October 2022,
initiating and completing metallurgical studies to determine a
processing method and product quality system, completing valueadded testing for spherical graphite and battery compatibility.
Following the above would be the regular next steps of further
feasibility studies (PFS, BFS), potential off-take agreements
and project funding. So there is still quite a long way to go
for the La Loutre Project, but at least it’s off to a solid
start and the Project is in Canada.
The Bourier Project (potential to earn in up to 70%)
The Bourier Project is potentially a new lithium field in an
established lithium district. It is owned by Critical Elements
Lithium Corporation (TSXV: CRE | OTCQX: CRECF), which has
entered into an agreement with Lomiko Metals whereby Lomiko may

acquire up to 70% of the property by funding exploration
activities and other considerations.
The Project consists of 10,252 hectares (102.52 km2) located on
the Nemiscau greenstone belt and is south-east of the Istchee
region in James Bay, Quebec, Canada.
The Project is still at a very early stage of exploration;
however, GoldSpot’s AI analysis has revealed considerable
lithium potential. Lomiko states: “A total of 99 pegmatite
bodies were added to the current geological map, highlighting
previously unknown potential for economic lithium
mineralization.”
The next steps include surface sampling of the initial 15
targets then a drilling campaign on key identified target areas.
The Bourier Project with an initial 15 exploration targets

Source: Lomiko company presentation
Closing remarks
This decade there is no getting away from the fact that the
world will need a huge amount more of the key EV metals. Even
last week the Pentagon announced a plan to boost rare earths and
lithium stockpiles. The current Russia-Ukraine crisis volatility
is resulting in lower stock prices for many EV metal companies
which is opening up a great potential buying opportunity for
long term investors.
Lomiko offers exposure to two Canadian Projects – The La Loutre
Project with a good sized and reasonable grade graphite resource
and a solid PEA, and the Bourier Project which has promising
early-stage lithium exploration potential.
Lomiko Metals trades on a market cap of only C$19 million, which
must be the best opportunity valued graphite-lithium junior in
town. One to watch in 2022.

